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Abstract

''Over the Internet, no one knows you ^e a dog, " goes the joke. Yet, in most systems, a password submitted over the 
Internet gives one the same access rights as one typed at the physical console. We promote an alternate approach to 
authentication, in which a system fuses observations about a user into a probability (an authentication confidence) 
that the user is who they claim to be. Relevant ohsei^ations include pass word correctness, physical location, activity 
patterns, and biometric readings. Authentication confidences r^ne current yes-or-no authentication decisions, 
allowing systems to cleanly provide partial access rights to authenticated users v^hose identities are suspeet.

We thank the members and companies of the Parallel Data Consortium (at the time of this writing: EMC Corporation, Hewlett-Packard Labs, 
Hitachi, IBM Corporation, Intel Corporation, LSI Logic, Lucent Technologies, Network Appliances, Panasas, Inc., Platys Communications, 
Seagate Technology, Snap Appliances, Sun Mierosystems and Veritas Software Corporation) for their insiglits and support.
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1. The Case for Authentieation Confidenees

Access control decisions consist of two main steps: authentication of a principaVs digital identity and authorization 

of the principaVs right to perform the desired action. Well-established mechanisms exist for both. Unfortunately, 

authentication in current computer systems results in a binary yes-or-no decision, building on the faulty assumption 

that an absolute verification of a principaVs identity can be made. In reality, no perfect (and acceptable) meehanism 

is known for digital verification of a user's identity, and the problem is even more diffieult over a network. Despite 

this, authorization mechanisms accept the yes-or-no decision fully, regardless of how borderline the corresponding 

authentication. The result is imperfect access control.

This white paper promotes an alternative approaeh in which the system remembers its confidence in each 

authenticated principaPs identity. Authorization decisions can then explicitly consider both the "authenticated" 

identity and fhe system^s confidence in that authentieation. Explicit use of authentication confidences allows case- 

by-case decisions to be made for a given principaVs access to a set of objects. So, for example, a system 

administrator might be able to check e-mail when fogged in across the network, but not be able to modify sensitive 

system eonfigurations. The remainder of this section discusses various causes of identity uneertainty and existing 

meehanisms for dealing with it. The following seetion discusses how authentieation eonfidences might be added to 

systems.

1.1. Human identification and confidence

In current computer systems, authentication of a user's digital identity relies on one or more mechanisms from three 

categories:

GO Something one knows. The concept here is that if the user knows a pre-determined secret, it must be fhe right 

person. The common type of secret is a password, though other schemes like images [5] and patterns are being 

explored. The conventional wisdom is that since it is a secret, no additional information about the likelihood of 

true identity is necessary or available. We disagree. For example, a system's confidence in the provided 

password could certainly depend upon the location of its source 一 the likelihood of an impo어er providing my 

password from my office is much lower than fhe likelihood of them providing it over the network (especially 

from the Internet or the donnitories). As well, a gap of idle time between when the password was provided and 

a session's use might indicate that the real user has left their work아afion and an intruder has taken the 

opportunity to gain access.

00 Something one has. The concept here is that if a user has a pre-configured item, it mu어 be the right person. 

The common item is some kind of smart card or ID badge. The conventional wisdom is that anyone who has the 

token should have full access and that no other information is needed. Again, we disagree. As with the 

password example, location of token and time since session use can both affoct the confidence that a system 
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Figure 1: Illustrative example of closeness-of-match thresholds for biometrie-based authentication and the 
corresponding trade-off between false aeceptance rate and false rejection rate. On the left, (a) shows possible 
distributions of closeness values for a user and an impo어er. Notice that each cut-off threshold will sometimes reject 
the real user and sometimes accept the imposter. Specifically, at a given eut-off threshold, false accepts are to the 
right of the dashed line and false rejects are to the left of the solid line. As biometric aeeuraey improves, the area 
beneath the user's distribution will increase and that beneath the imposter's curve will decrease. On the right, (b) 
illustrates fhe trade-off between false acceptance rate and false rejection rate more directly with the common 
''Receiver Operating Characteristic" curve. Better biometric accuracy would reduce the space beneath this curve.
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should have m the eorresponding authentication. More radical out-of-band information, such as the owner's 

expected location based on scheduled appointments, could also provide insight.

GO Something one is. The concept here is that the system compares measured features of fhe user to pre-recorded 

values, allowing access if there is a match [1]. Commonly, physical features (e.g., faee shape or fingerprint) are 

the focus of such schemes, though researchers continue to look for identifying patterns in user activity. 

Identifying features are boiled down to numerieal values c시尼d “Diomgtrics" for comparison purposes. 

Biometric values are inherently varied, both because of changes in the feature itself and because of changes in 

the measurement environment. For example, facial biometrics can vary during a day due to acne appearance, 

feci시 hair growth, fecial expressions, and ambient light variations. More drastic changes result when switching 

between eye이asses and contact lenses or upon breaking one's nose. Similar sets of issues exi어 for other 

physical features. Therefore, the decision approach used is to define a ''closeness of match" metric and to set 

some cut-off value 一 above the cut-off value, the system accepts the identity, and below it, not. When setting 

the cut-off value, an administrator makes a trade-off between the likelihood of false positives (allowing the 

WTong person in) and false negatives (denying access to the right person). Figure 1 illustrates this process and 

the corresponding trade-off. Note that we are not suggesting elimination of the cut-off. Instead, we are 

suggesting that the amount by which the observed value exceeds this cut-off be remembered as part of 

confidence.
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